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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the following several minutes, I will present you chronologically the development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in the past 14 years, what it looks like now and what our plans are for the future.
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It all started with my 

nomination for the 

representative of the former 

SR Yugoslavia at the Timber 

Committee of the UNECE 

I. Development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in 
the past 14 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It all started with my nomination for the representative of the former FR Yugoslavia at the Timber Committee of the UNECE.  I was nominated as a national correspondent for the FR Yugoslavia for the statistics of wood products as early as in 2002. 
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Before nimination: 

columns about 

wood products for 

the FR Yugoslavia 

were either empty or 

with some 

underestimated 

values 

I. Development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in 
the past 14 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before my nomination, columns about wood products for the FR Yugoslavia were either empty or with some underestimated values which were several times lower than the actual values. On this slide, you can see what it looked like on the example of plywood whose estimated value for 2002 was several times lower.
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Goal: to establish a system for the collection and processing of 

the statistical data as quickly as possible, which will be relevant 

and which will show the actual situation 

 

First activity: discussions in the official statistics regarding the 

methodology and manners they used for collecting the data 

about production, export, import and other parameters 

 

 

I. Development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in 
the past 14 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My task was to establish a system for the collection and processing of the statistical data as quickly as possible, which will be relevant and which will show the actual situation.My first step involved the discussions in the official statistics regarding the methodology and manners they used for collecting the data about production, export, import and other parameters. 
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Conclusions:  

- they didn’t have trained staff who would deal with the statistics of 

wood products.  

- official statistics was based on very complicated procedures which 

were difficult to change and additionally there was no will to 

change anything. 

 

I. Development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in 
the past 14 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Already after the first discussion, I concluded that they didn’t have trained staff who would deal with the statistics of wood products. Also, important conclusion was that official statistics was based on very complicated procedures which were difficult to change and additionally there was no will to change anything.
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To build a new system for Statistics of wood product within 

Faculty of Forestry 

1st 
step 

• the establishment of the database about companies dealing 
with the production and trade of timber and wood products 

2nd 
sptep 

 
• the establishment of contacts with the companies in order to 

receive their data about production, prices and other 
 

3rd  
step 

• Defining the methodology 

4th 
step 

• Training the staff and equipping of the Center for Timber Trade  

I. Development of the statistics of wood products and wood energy in Serbia in 
the past 14 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At that moment, we made the only possible decision to start constructing a separate system for the statistics of Serbian wood products in order to be able to respond to the position of the national correspondent as best as we could. We decided to establish such a system within the Faculty of Forestry. We founded a separate center named Center for Timber Trade which started with the establishment of the system for the statistics of wood products.After that, the system was constructed step by step. The first step was the establishment of the database about companies dealing with the production and trade of wood and wood products.The second step was the establishment of contacts with the companies in order to receive their data about production, prices and other. Companies were quite reserved to our requests because they were afraid that the data about them would be available to the public. Many of them consider the data about own production as a big business secret. It took us a lot of time to gain their trust in the sense that their data would not be published individually, but only collectively on the level of Serbia. Building up of mutual trust is still ongoing, especially with new companies or new people within the existing companies. It is a process.The third step in this process of establishing the system for the statistics of wood products was methodology. Regarding this, we had a huge help from the methodology of the UNECE and FAO, whose principles we adhered to. However, we had to adapt certain elements of this methodology to the reality and to maximally simplify them.The fourth step was the equipping of the Center for Wood Trade with the necessary equipment, software, trainings of staff, and other. The Center was equipped in phases and mostly from the funds which we allocated from other projects and conferences we implemented. 
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Quality of the data submitted to the UNECE and FAO was increasingly better as our 

system developed, so that today, at the faculty, we have the biggest and the best 

database for wood and wood products in Serbia. 

II. What are wood energy statistical systems like in Serbia now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quality of the data submitted to the UNECE and FAO was increasingly better as our system developed, so that today, at the faculty, we have the biggest and the best database for wood and wood products in Serbia. Data from our Center for Wood Trade are used not only for the needs of the UNECE and FAO, to which I express great gratitude for permanent support, but also in Serbia by the companies themselves, advisors in certain ministries, academic community and international experts who implement projects in Serbia and other. 
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The last two large projects of national importance in which 

the data from our Center were used are the following: 

THE NATIONAL ACTION PLAN FOR SUPPORTING EXPORT   
OF THE HIGH ADDED VALUE PRODUCTS OF THE SERBIAN 
WOOD INDUSTRY 

II. What are wood energy statistical systems like in Serbia now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last two large projects of national importance in which the data from our Center were used are the following: National Action Plan for supporting the export of wood products with high added value of Serbian wood industry from June 2016 and preparation of the Strategy for Development of Wood and Furniture Industry in Serbia (this project is ongoing).
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We have established and developed cooperation with all 

producers of wood fuels from whom we receive data about 

production, prices, market. 

JWEE is the base which we used to make adequate 

questionnaires for the producers.  

Owing to the realization of international projects in the region, 

in which the Faculty also takes part, we have expanded our 

base to the region of the Western Balkans so that we possess 

relevant data for the entire region in the sphere of wood energy. 

II. What are wood energy statistical systems like in Serbia now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concerning the statistics of wood fuels and wood energy, it is a constituent part of our statistical system for wood products. We have established and developed cooperation with all producers of wood fuels from whom we receive data about production, prices, market. JWEE is the base which we used to make adequate questionnaires for the producers. Projects we implement in the field of wood energy are also the sources of the data because with them the situation on the market changes. In other words, we monitor the situation and register all most significant changes.Owing to the realization of international projects in the region, in which the Faculty also takes part, we have expanded our base to the region of the Western Balkans so that we possess relevant data for the entire region in the field of wood energy. 
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Our reports are 

incorporated into one of 

the best publications 

issued by the UNECE, it is 

the FPAMR. 

 For three years now, we 

have written in the chapter 

referring to wood energy of 

this publication about the 

situation on the Western 

Balkans 

II. What are wood energy statistical systems like in Serbia now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result, our reports are incorporated into one of the best publications issued by the UNECE, it is the FPAMR. For three years now, we have written in the chapter referring to wood energy of this publication about the situation on the Western Balkans. A lot of persons read this publication in the region and in contact with them they express congratulations with the comment that it is the only image they can observe regarding the situation in the region and wider.
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We have a lot of plans for the 

future, and the extent of their 

realization depends on 

numerous factors.   

Anyhow, the cooperation with 

the UNECE and FAO is very 

significant to us, with whom 

we have already established 

stable partnership. 

III. What our plans are for the future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot of plans for the future, and the extent of their realization depends on numerous factors. Anyhow, the cooperation with the UNECE and FAO is very significant to us, with whom we have already established stable partnership
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     Thank you! 

Prof. dr Branko Glavonjić 

University Professor 

University of Belgrade 

Faculty of Forestry  

Kneza Viseslava 1  

11030 Belgrade 

Republic of Serbia 

tel.+381 11 30 53 863 

fax.+381 11 3059 537 

email: branko.glavonjic@sfb.bg.ac.rs  

www.sfb.rs  

Branko Glavonjić, Ph.D 
National biomass expert 

Efficient Firewood Utilization in Households 
GIZ DKTI Development of a Sustainable  

Bioenergy Market in Serbia 
Boze Jankovica 39  

11000 Belgrade, Serbia 
M +381 64 876 4701 

brankogl@afrodita.rcub.bg.ac.rs  
www.bioenergy-serbia.rs  

A program assisted by the German Government 
via the Deutsche 

Gesellschaft für Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH 

mailto:branko.glavonjic@sfb.rs
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